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Abstract | We review here the status of homonuclear dipolar decoupling in solid-state

nuclear magnetic resonance. With the advent of probes capable of high spinning

frequencies, the focus of methodology development emphasises on the applicability of the

pulse sequences in the moderate to ultra-fast spinning regime. This review outlines the

homonuclear dipolar decoupling sequences that have shown the potential to yield

high-resolution 1H spectra at high spinning frequencies.
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1. Introduction
In the field of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),
solid-state NMR has emerged as one of the
potential tools for the elucidation of structures
of small organic molecules to macromolecules
like proteins1,2. Structural information, such
as resonance assignments and measurement of
internuclear distances and angular constraints, have
been successfully derived using solid-state NMR3,4.
Over the years, methodological advances towards
improvement in resolution and sensitivity have
made it possible to use solid-state NMR in the
area of material sciences5, polymer sciences6, and
biological sciences7. The most commonly observed
spin- 1

2 nuclei are 13C, 15N, 31P, and 29Si whilst
23Na and 27Al are the more popular quadrupole
nuclei. Resolution and sensitivity enhancement of
the NMR signal obtained from these nuclei can be
achieved by means of several techniques which have

been developed over the years. Some of these are
magic-angle spinning (MAS)8,9, cross-polarisation
(CP)10–12, multiple-quantum coherence excitation
schemes1,14, heteronuclear dipolar decoupling15–17,
double rotation18, dynamic-angle spinning19,20,
multiple quantum magic-angle spinning21, satellite
transition magic-angle spinning22, and Car-Purcell-
Meiboom-Gill23. The techniques which aim at
high-resolution spectroscopy involve partial or full
averaging of the anisotropic interactions in order to
filter out the chemical shifts which can be achieved
by a combination of magic-angle spinning, which
does averaging in the co-ordinate space, and pulse
sequences which do averaging in the spin space.

Protons, being the most abundant nuclei in
natural samples, play an important role in NMR
spectroscopy and have been widely studied in
solution-state NMR. Solid-state NMR spectroscopy
of protons is difficult owing to the strong
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homonuclear dipolar couplings between them. The
high gyromagnetic ratio and 100% abundance of
1H make it impossible for MAS alone to average out
the dipolar couplings and to obtain high-resolution
spectra. Moreover, unlike chemical-shift anisotropy
(CSA) and heteronuclear dipolar couplings (DDhet),
homonuclear dipolar couplings (DDhomo) are
homogeneous interactions24. So once a proton spin
is perturbed, the result is transferred to the entire
proton network and hence selective perturbation
is very difficult, though not impossible. Hence,
MAS alone cannot give high-resolution spectra of
protons. In this direction several techniques have
been introduced which involve combined rotation
and multiple pulse sequences (CRAMPS)25–27. Here
MAS does spatial averaging and radiofrequency
(RF) pulses lead to averaging in spin space.

The first attempt in the field of high resolution
1H spectroscopy was heralded by Lee and
Goldburg28. After that came many sequences
like WHH4 and BLEW12 that mainly relied on
averaging in the spin space as the only solution
to remove DDhomo

26,28,29. Better theoretical
understanding and hardware development have
led to the development of further sophisticated
sequences30–34.

In the present day context, the advent of high-
spinning probes with spinning frequencies reaching
up to 80 kHz, the main interest in methodology has
been towards the development of pulse sequences
which would perform at high-spinning frequencies
using moderate RF power. This would be beneficial
for the hardware and prevent heating up of samples.
With the aim of increasing the sensitivity of NMR,
high magnetic fields have become necessary for
big molecules. Hence high spinning frequency
is a requirement which would help in averaging
out the CSA interactions which increase with the
increase in the magnetic field. For the hetero-
correlation experiments which involve 1H nuclei
to be correlated to any other rare nuclei like 13C or
31P, it is essential to have a high-resolution spectra
in the proton dimension.

In this review we will focus mainly on the
following issues:

(a). An overview of the homonuclear decoupling
sequences with an emphasis on the sequences
developed for the high spinning frequencies.

(b). Experimental comparison among these
sequences over a span of spinning frequencies.

(c). Certain theoretical insights into these
sequences using bimodal Floquet theory35 or
average Hamiltonian theory (AHT)14,36.

2. Homonuclear dipolar decoupling
sequences

Over the years many sequences have been developed
for high-resolution 1H spectra in the field of solid-
state NMR. We categorise them into:

Group A — Solid-echo based sequences:
WHH437, MREV838, BR2426, BLEW1239,
DUMBO32

Group B — Magic-echo sandwich pulses:
TREV840, MSHOT341,29

Group C — Lee-Goldburg based sequences:
LG28, FFLG42, FSLG43, PMLGn33, wPMLGn34

Group D — Rotor synchronised sequences:
CN ν

n
44, RN ν

n
44, SAM31

The main focus of this review will be on the
DUMBO, wPMLGn, and Group D schemes as it has
been demonstrated that these sequences can be used
in the regime of high spinning frequencies30,31,45–49.

2.1. Solid-echo based sequences
These sequences have been reviewed in Ref. [50] and
here we briefly outline their properties. Details of the
setting up of these sequences are well documented
in Refs. [36–38]. The basic sequence consists of
90x-τ-90y-2τ-90y-τ-90x on-resonance irradiation
where 90o is the flip angle induced by the RF pulse
whose phase is denoted by the subscript and τ is
the interpulse delay. This basic element constitute
the WAHUHA sequence37 which was further used
to build up the sequences MREV838, BR2426,
and CORY2451. Two other prominent schemes
of this group are BLEW1239 and DUMBO32. A
schematic of these sequences is given in Fig. 1.
Among these sequences DUMBO is a numerically
optimised scheme. Initial implementation of
BLEW12 and DUMBO involved 2D 1H –1H
homo-correlation spectroscopy with the decoupling
sequences implemented in the indirect dimension
followed by a 90o excitation pulse and acquisition
in the direct dimension. DUMBO can also be
implemented in a windowed fashion, thereby
reducing the dimensionality of the experiments
to 1D from 2D52. The DUMBO sequence and its
applicability at high spinning frequencies will be
discussed later.

Theoretical insights into most of these sequences
involved analysis of these sequences using AHT. The
time-dependent Hamiltonian of a coupled spin- 1

2
system can be written as:

H(t) = HISO + HCSA(t)+ HJ

+HDD(t)+ HRF (t)+ HE(t) (1)
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Figure 1: Schematics of pulse sequences based on the solid-echo principle of homonuclear dipolar
decoupling. The sequences are (a) WHH4, (b) MREV8, (c) BR24, (d) CORY24, (e) BLEW12, and
(f) DUMBO. The RF pulses shown here by the rectangular boxes represent 90o pulses with the
corresponding phases written on the top of the boxes. The delays τ and 2τ need to be optimised for
finite pulse lengths. FID points are collected after each RF cycle for (a–d). The DUMBO sequence is a
numerically optimised constant amplitude phase-modulated sequence. The phase modulation is shown
in (f).

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

where HISO, HCSA(t), HJ , HDD(t), HRF(t),
and HE(t) are the Hamiltonians for isotropic
chemical shift, chemical-shift anisotropy (CSA),
J-coupling, homonuclear and heteronuclear dipolar
interaction, radiofrequency (RF) pulses, and the
imperfections present in the RF pulses, respectively.
To analyse these sequences using AHT, a similarity
transformation needs to be carried out to transform
the Hamiltonian into the RF interaction frame given
by36,

H̃(t) = U†
RF (t)H(t)URF (t) (2)

with

URF (pτc) = Te−i
∫ τc

0 dt ′HRF (t ′) = 1 (3)

defining the cyclicity of the frame where T is the
Dyson time ordering operators, τc is the cycle time
of the RF sequence, and p is an integer.

From AHT, an effective Hamiltonian Heff can
be derived which describes the evolution of the spin

system. The effective Hamiltonian can be expanded
in increasing order of perturbation39:

H̃eff = H̃(0)
eff + H̃(1)

eff + H̃(2)
eff +···

H̃(0)
eff = H̃(0)

DD + H̃(0)
ISO

H̃(1)
eff = H̃(1)

DD + H̃(1)
CSA + H̃(1)

DD×CSA

H̃(2)
eff = H̃(2)

DD + H̃(2)
CSA + H̃(2)

DD×CSA +··· (4)

where H̃ represents the Hamiltonian in the RF
interaction frame. The upper indices denote the
order of perturbation. The lower indices represent
the type of interaction and the cross terms between
the interactions at higher orders of perturbation.
The magnitude of these terms decreases with
increasing order of the perturbation.

The terms in Eq. (4) which cause line broadening

are H̃(0)
DD, H̃(1)

DD, H̃(1)
DD×CSA, H̃(2)

DD, and H̃(2)
DD×CSA.

The pure CSA terms are ignored here as the CSA
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Figure 2: 1H spectra of fumaric acid monoethyl ester at a magnetic
field of 4.39 T. The spectra were obtained after a single pulse excitation
on (a) static sample and (b) rotating sample. (c) and (d) were obtained
implementing BR24 on static sample and under MAS. To keep the τr/τc

ratio less than 5, a MAS frequency of 1.5 kHz to 2.0 kHz was used.
(Reproduced with permission from Ref. [41].)

of the protons is small in magnitude. The H̃(0)
ISO

gives the scaled isotropic chemical shift, the scaling
factor being a property of the RF pulse sequence
applied. A detailed description of which terms
vanish for which sequence is given in Ref. [50].
If we consider 90o pulses of finite length then for all

of these sequences except WHH4 and MREV8, H̃(1)
DD

and H̃(1)
DD×CSA go to zero due to the symmetry of

the pulse sequence. The other fact that we have to
consider is the magnitude by which the isotropic
chemical shift is scaled by these sequences. The scale
factor decreases with the increase in the number of
RF pulses50. So to increase the resolution the line
narrowing must be sufficient to compensate for the
decrease in the scale factor.

The main problem with these sequences comes
from the interference effects due to the presence of
the MAS and RF simultaneously. MAS is essential for
spatial averaging of the anisotropic interactions. So
to avoid interference, it requires that the sequences
have a cycle time τc which is much shorter than the
time taken by the rotor to complete one rotation
τr . This ensures that the spins do not “feel” the
presence of the MAS when the RF pulses are applied.
This limit is the “quasi-static” limit50. Hence, one of
the main drawbacks of these sequences is that they
cannot be applied at high MAS frequencies.

Representative spectra of fumaric acid
monoethyl ester obtained with BR24 are shown
in Fig. 2. They also emphasise the importance of
implementing CRAMPS over either MAS or RF
alone.

2.2. Magic-echo sandwich based sequences
If the time evolution of a spin state under the
influence of the homonuclear dipolar interaction
can be reversed by the application of suitable RF
pulses, then the effect of the interaction can be
nullified at the point of the formation of the echo.
This has been shown by Rhim et al.53 and sequences
like TERV440, TERV840, and MSHOT329,41 have
been developed based on this principle. MSHOT3
was developed from TREV4 by the combination of
three TREV4 units with 120o supercycling on them.
A schematic of these sequences is shown in Fig. 3.

The magic-echo sandwich based sequences
have been reviewed in Ref. [50] and hence without
going into details, we will just mention some of the
properties of these sequences. The basic symmetric
unit for the magic echo or magic sandwich (MS) is
given by:

τ-90o
y-360o

x-360o−x-90o
y-τ

where τ is a delay of length π/ω1 if ω1 is the
amplitude of the 360o pulse. Assuming 90o δ-pulses,
the scale factor of this basic unit is 1

3 .
The most important feature of these sequences

is that they are z-rotation sequences. Whilst the
pure RF inhomogeneity terms are removed by
the reflection symmetry of the subunits of the
sequence itself, z-rotation eliminates cross terms
arising from the RF inhomogeneity and the dipole-
dipole coupling leading to a relatively artifact-free
spectra29. The first attempt in creating a z-rotation
sequence was done by concatenating M subcycles
of BLEW12 with the ith subcycle phase shifted
by φi = (i − 1)2π/M29. The resulting sequence,
BHOT4, can eliminate higher-order terms up to fifth
order but the main disadvantage of the sequence is
that it has a very low scaling factor of 0.186 which
makes it practically impossible to apply29.

In order to avoid low scaling factors, it is
mandatory to search for subcycles that can maintain
the effective axis of precession close to the z-axis.
With the assumption of δ-shaped bracketing pulses
( π

2 )±y , the MS sequence maintains the effective
field along the z-axis and eliminates terms of
the Hamiltonian corresponding to the irreducible
tensors T1m and T2m up to fifth order29. Hence MS
was chosen to be the building block of the sequences
like TREV8 and MSHOT3. The MSHOT3 sequence
is built by supercycling three magic-echo units where
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Figure 3: Schematic of the (a) TREV8 and (b) MSHOT3 pulse sequences. For ideal δ-shaped pulses, the
interpulse delay (τ) has to correspond to the length of a π pulse. For experimental purposes the delay
needs to be optimised to compensate for the finite pulse lengths. The phases of the pulses are
indicated on top of the pulses whilst the overall flip angle induced is indicated within the rectangular
boxes. MSHOT3 pulse sequence was derived by three-step supercycling of the TREV4 units where each
consecutive TREV4 units are phase shifted by 120o from one another. The possible sampling points are
marked by asterix.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: 1H CRAMPS spectra of fumaric acid monoethyl ester obtained
with integer number of pulse cycles per rotor period with one sampling
point per interval. The homonuclear decoupling sequences used were
(a) TREV8 (τr = 10τc;ωr/2π = 1595 Hz), (b) MREV8 (τr = 12τc;ωr/2π = 1543
Hz), (c) BR24 (τr = 4τc;ωr/2π = 1543 Hz), and (d) MSHOT3
(τr = 5τc;ωr/2π = 2101 Hz). The spectra were obtained at a magnetic
field of B0 = 9.4 T and amplitude of the RF power applied was about
119 kHz. (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [26].)

each consequent subunit is phase shifted by 120o as
shown in Fig. 3. If we consider finite pulse lengths,

then the interpulse delay has to be adjusted to
7τp

4 ,
τp being the length of the 90o pulse. MSHOT3,
with finite pulse lengths, eliminates dipolar terms
of the Hamiltonian corresponding to irreducible
tensor T2m up to third order29. For finite bracketing
pulses, the scale factor becomes 7π+8

27π
relative to 1

3
as calculated for sequences assuming δ-shaped 90o

bracketing pulses29.
Fig. 4 shows representative spectra of monoethyl

fumarate obtained with the aforementioned
sequences. Both TREV8 and MSHOT3 are
z-rotation sequences which lead to relatively
artifact-free and offset-independent spectra. The
performance of these sequences is compared with
the solid-echo based sequences like MREV8 and
BR24.

2.3. Lee-Goldburg based sequences
When the sample is rotated physically along an
axis which is θm = 54.7o inclined to the main
magnetic field (B0), spatial averaging is achieved
for the anisotropic interactions. Similar averaging
is achieved in the spin space by the Lee-Goldburg
irradiation which provides averaging for the zero-
order Hamiltonian. The irradiation is off-resonant,
the value of which is given by 	ω = ω1 arctan(θm)

where 	ω/2π, ω1/2π, and θm represent the off-
resonance value, RF amplitude, and the magic
angle respectively. The duration of the pulse is
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Figure 5: (a) Schematic of the LG irradiation as seen from the rotating

frame of the RF. The amplitude (ω1/2π) and the offset (	ω = ω1√
2

) of

the RF irradiation result in creating an effective field tilted at an angle
(θm), which does the averaging of the zero-order terms of the
Hamiltonian in the spin space. (b) The FSLG pulse scheme and the
time-dependent RF trajectory in the xy-plane of the on-resonance
rotating frame. The offset frequencies 	ω/2π and −	ω/2π obey the
relation 	ω = ω1/

√
2. The trajectory of −	ω has been scaled down for

the sake of clarity. (c) The schematic of the phase-modulated Lee
Goldburg sequence, the phase modulation being shown on the left and
the time-dependent RF trajectory in the xy-plane in the rotating
on-resonance frame is shown on the right. The continuous
time-dependent phase profile of the FSLG scheme is replaced by the
PMLGn sequence of n discreet phases as shown in (c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

such that it creates a rotation of 360o for the
resonant spins around the effective axis (τLG = 2π

ωeff
)

(Fig. 5a). The effective nutation frequency is given

by ωeff =
√

ω2
1 +	ω2. Although this sequence was

one of the most pioneering work in the field of
homonuclear decoupling and paved the way for the
development of many schemes later, this in itself was
not very useful in the sense that it only averages the
homonuclear dipolar couplings to the zero order.

Symmetrisation of the sequence was required
in order to eliminate the terms coming from the
higher-order terms of the dipolar Hamiltonian. The
first attempt in this direction came from Mehring
and Waugh42 where they switched the phase of the
irradiation by a factor of π after each 2π rotation of

the spins around the effective axis. The sequence
was known as flip-flop Lee Goldburg (FFLG)42.
This averages out the first-order correction terms
to the Hamiltonian but the second order remains
the same as that of the LG scheme. Whilst FFLG was
implemented in the static case, the same was done
in the spinning case by Bielecki et al.43 by switching
the phase by π as well as the carrier frequency
from +	ω/2π to −	ω/2π after τLG duration
(Fig. 5b). Both of these sequences had problems in
implementation as they were demanding on the
old hardware because of the requirement for the
simultaneous switching of both the phase and the
frequency.

A notable advance in this field came from
Vinogradov et al. which involves on-resonant
application of a series of pulses with discreet
phases as described in Ref. [33]. The sequence is
called phase-modulated Lee-Goldburg (PMLG)
with the averaging of the zero- and first-order
terms of the homonuclear dipolar interactions
achieved by discreet modulation of the phases of
the pulses. A PMLGn mimics an on-resonant LG
irradiation by the application of n pulses of duration
τLG/n (n = 3,5,9). The symmetrisation in this
case was accomplished by repeating the same set
of n pulses with the phases of the pulses shifted
by 180o. A schematic of this sequence is given in
Fig. 5c. A large number of developments ensued
in this area of decoupling, with the analysis of the
sequence using bimodal Floquet theory (BMFT)54.
Initially this sequence was applied in a 2D 1H
–1H spectroscopy with high-resolution spectra
obtained in the indirect dimension. Later, windows
were inserted which enabled the application of the
sequence in a 1D fashion55. The windowed sequence
is known as wPMLG. Great deal of understanding
and development followed providing an insight
into the role of imperfections in homonuclear
decoupling56. A major improvement came with
the introduction of a supercycling scheme which
enabled on-resonant application of the sequence34

as shown in Fig. 6.
Depending upon the phase values of the PMLG

unit, the sequence is called PMLGp or PMLGm when
the phase variation is clockwise or anticlockwise
respectively. If the initial phase value falls in the first
or fourth quadrant then the unit is named as PMLGx

whilst if it falls in the second or third quadrant it
is called PMLGx . Following this nomenclature the
PMLG unit shown in Fig. 5c is denoted as PMLGx

m
and the windowed supercycled scheme shown in
Fig. 6 is denoted as wPMLGxx

mm.
Experimental implementation of the sequences

PMLGn and wPMLG in various manners has been
discussed in detail in Refs. [57,58]. We will mainly
focus on the application of this sequence in the high
spinning frequency regime.
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Figure 6: (a) The schematic of the wPMLGxx
mmsequence with A depicting the profile of the PMLG unit

which is supercycled by 180o in consecutive steps. (b) A set of representative spectra of glycine
obtained with wPMLGxx

mmobtained on a 500 MHz spectrometer at a MAS frequency of 14 kHz spanning
a range of 8 kHz in offset showing the on-resonance applicability of the sequence. The spectra were
obtained with an RF field strength of 85 kHz. (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [67].)

(a)

(b)

2.3.1. PMLG in the high spinning frequency regime
High MAS frequencies are required to study

nuclei like 13C and 31P, that have large CSA values in
high magnetic fields. 1H being the most abundant
nucleus in a molecule becomes very important
for correlation experiments leading to structural
characterisation. PMLG or wPMLG was initially
applied at low spinning frequencies (ωr/2π = νr

< 20 kHz) and the common belief was that as the
cycle time of the sequence (τc) becomes comparable
to the rotation period (τr), the sequence may fail.
Recently, it was shown that PMLG can work at high
spinning frequencies also and has been successfully
applied up to a spinning frequency of 65 kHz46.
A theoretical description of why it should work is
given in Ref. [47].

The Hamiltonians of the interactions depend on
two characteristic frequencies, the cycle frequency
of the sequence (ωc/2π) and the rotor frequency
(ωr/2π). These two frequencies are not necessarily
commensurate. AHT cannot deal with two such
incommensurate frequencies. Hence, to appreciate
the success of PMLG we have to rely on the

bimodal Floquet theory which allows us to derive an
effective Hamiltonian for a spin system experiencing
two time dependences simultaneously. The time-
dependent Floquet Hamiltonian in the Fourier space
can be represented as50:

HF
int(t) =

∑
n,k

Hn,kFr
nFc

k expinωr t expikωc t (5)

where Hn,k are infinite dimensional matrices
and F’s are the ladder operators59. A complete
representation of these operators is given in
Ref. [50]. The problem still remains that the matrix
elements are time dependent in nature. To make
these Hamiltonians time independent we make a
similarity transformation using an operator known
as the number operator, N59. The transformation
is shown as follows:

exp−iN c ωtc exp−iN r ωtr HF
int expiN r ωtr

×expiN cωtc =
∑
n,k

Hnk +ωr N r +ωc N c

Hnk =
∑
n,k

HCS
nk + HDD

nk (6)
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Figure 7: The position of the (a) zero-order and (b) first-order degeneracy plotted as a function of ψ.
Here k was −15 ≥ k ≥ 1 for both the cases. The sparse recoupling conditions at high ψ values favour
experimental setup in those regions.

We consider only the isotropic chemical shift and
heteronuclear dipolar couplings in Eq. (6) whilst the
other interactions including the CSA of the protons
can be ignored owing to their small magnitude.
The chemical shift and dipolar Hamiltonian can
be represented as:

HCS
nk =

∑
m,a

	ωad(1)

m,kT (1)
m,aFr

0Fc
k

HDD
nk =

∑
m,a<b

ωabGab
n d(2)

m,kT (2)
m,aFr

nFc
k (7)

where 	ωa is the isotropic chemical shift for spin a.
The geometric dependence of the dipolar couplings
between the spins a and b with characteristic
frequency ωab is given by the Gn coefficients
(n = ±1,2) with the spin part of the chemical-shift
and dipolar interactions defined by the irreducible

tensor operators T (l)
m

50. The most important

terms in Eq. (7) are the Fourier coefficients d(l)
m,k

which determine the quality of the decoupling
sequence. These coefficients are dependent on the
experimental parameters such as the RF amplitude
ω1/2π, cycle frequency of the pulse sequence
ωc/2π, and RF imperfections of the pulse sequence.
These dependencies have been described in detail
in Ref. [50].

To understand the decoupling performance
and the feasibility of the application of these
sequences at high spinning frequencies, we have to
derive an effective Hamiltonian. For chemical-shift
interactions the approximation up to zero order
is sufficient. The zero-order Hamiltonian for the
chemical shift can be written as:

H̃CS(0)
00 =

∑
m,a

	ωad(1)
m,0T (1)

m,aFr
0Fc

0 (8)

The magnitude by which the chemical shift is
scaled is given by:

s =
√

|d(1)
−1,0|2 +|d(1)

0,0|2 +|d(1)
1,0|2 (9)

where s is the scaling factor. The Fourier coefficients
define the direction of the effective field and also
the scaling factor which should be maximised to
increase the spread of the chemical shift.

In order to derive the effective Hamiltonian for
the dipolar couplings, we have to diagonalise the
Floquet Hamiltonian. For that we need to perform
a van Vleck transformation60, keeping in mind
certain synchronisation conditions between the
cycle frequency and the MAS frequency which give
us the notion that high RF frequencies are necessary
to work at high MAS frequencies.
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Figure 8: (I) The magnitude of the χ parameter plotted as a function of the RF amplitude ω1/2π and
ψ for wPMLGxx

mmfor cycle times (a) 20 kHz, (b) 30 kHz, (c) 40 kHz, and (d) 50 kHz. The top axis shows
specific spinning frequencies in kHz. The χ parameter cannot be used to evaluate the decoupling
efficiency near the degeneracy regime. (II) shows the cuts from the four contours of (I). (IIa) reveals
that there is not much decrease in the line width as we go to the high spinning frequencies but
(IIb) reveals that the width of the degeneracy bands narrows down as we go from 20 kHz spinning
frequency to 50 kHz spinning frequency making it feasible to work at high spinning frequency as
described in the text. (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [47].)

ω
ω

ω ω

1. kωc = ωr or 2ωr : This synchronisation leads
to degeneracies between the elements with
n = 1,2;k and the zero-order off-diagonal
elements become significantly large50,61. In
this situation van Vleck transformation cannot
be performed and direct diagonalisation is

the only way. This condition is known as the
zeroth-order degeneracy condition and it leads
to severe line broadening.

2. kωc = 3ωr or 4ωr : In this case van Vleck
transformation can be done, but the diagonal
blocks of (n = 3, 4; k) are connected by
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elements formed by the first-order van Vleck
transformation. This condition is known as
the first-order degeneracy condition and it
leads to the presence of artifacts in the spectra
known as rotor-radio-frequency (RRF) lines. If
these lines fall on the spectra, they lead to line
broadening50,61.

3. kωc = nωr (n > 4): In this case the degenaracy
between the diagonal blocks is not reflected
in the first order of approximation, as the
degenerate diagonal blocks are not connected
by off-diagonal dipolar elements up to the first
order50,61.

Considering n = 1,2,3,4 and −15 ≤ k ≤−1, we
plot the different recoupling conditions as a function
of ψ where, ψ = ωc

ωr
(Fig. 7). From the plot (Fig. 7)

it can be seen that with the increasing ψ value the
recoupling conditions become sparse. Hence, it is
safe to work at high ψ values. This implies that
given a MAS frequency ωr/2π, we have to increase
the value of ωc to work in a region with sparse
recoupling conditions. Hence, we have to decrease
the length of the pulses and thereby increase the
RF amplitude for the overall pulse sequence as we
increase the spinning frequency.

Avoiding the zero-order degeneracy condition
we can apply the van Vleck transformation to derive
a first-order Hamiltonian for the dipolar couplings
which can be written as:

H̃DD(1)

nk = −1/2
∑

m,n,a<b,b<c

ωabωbc Gab
n Gab−n

×	
n,k
m,m′ [T (2)

m,ab,T (2)

m′,bc]Fr
nFc

n (10)

where,

	
n′,k
m,m′ =

∑
k′

d(2)

m,kd(2)

m′,−k

ωr (n+ kψ)
(11)

When there is no synchronisation between the MAS
frequency and the cycle frequency Eq. (11) is the
main source of line broadening. To achieve good
decoupling we have to minimise the 	 parameter.
Another factor that has to be kept in mind is that
with the increase in the RF amplitude the scaling
factor also decreases. A parameter has to be defined
which would take into account the 	 value as well
as the scaling factor (s) justifying the decoupling
performance of the sequence. Such a parameter χ2

was defined in Ref. [47] as follows:

χ2 =
∑

n,m≥m′ |	n0
m,m′ |2∑

m′′ |d(1)

m′′,0|2
(12)

χ being dependent on the Fourier coefficients will
change according to the RF parameters and the
spinning frequency, and thus will be a reliable
parameter in evaluating the performance of a
sequence provided we do not work in the vicinity
of a degeneracy condition where n+kψ −→ 0 and
the parameter becomes undefined.

Close inspection of this parameter χ reveals that
with the increase in the spinning frequency, the
width of the degeneracy bands narrows down. To
explain this calculations are shown in Fig. 8. If we
increase the spinning frequency and examine the
region near the ψ=1 condition, it is observed that at
low spinning frequency the region around the n = 1
degeneracy condition is much broader compared
to the region around the same at higher spinning
frequency. To work at high spinning frequency at
optimal RF power (ω1/2π < 250 kHz) we have to
work near the n = 1 or n = 2 condition and avoiding
the degeneracy region becomes important. From
Fig. 8(Id) it becomes clear that at high spinning
frequency such as 50 kHz it is feasible to work
around a cycle time of 50 μs as the degeneracy
condition becomes narrow and we do not need low
cycle times as was the popular belief for “quasi-static”
approximation. The decrease in the width of the
degeneracy band helps in that sense, though the
overall decoupling performance does not improve
as reflected by the magnitude of the χ parameter.
A spectrum of L-tyrosine.HCl obtained at 65 kHz
of spinning frequency is compared with the same
obtained at 10 kHz in Fig. 9. The spectrum obtained
at 10 kHz was acquired with ψ = 2.65 whilst the
same for 65 kHz was 0.63.

To conclude, it is possible to combine PMLG
with ultra-fast spinning frequencies, owing to
narrowing of regimes around the degeneracy
conditions. Ultra-fast MAS frequencies may not
provide much gain in the resolution of the spectra,
but makes it very convenient for hetero-correlation
experiments where the protons can be correlated
to nuclei of high CSA.

2.4. Symmetry based sequences
In this section we review the progress in the field
of homonuclear decoupling utilising symmetry
based rotor-synchronised sequences. Symmetry
sequences were designed by Levitt44 to select
certain desired interactions whilst filtering out the
other interactions based on the differences in the
rotational properties of these interactions in the
co-ordinate space and the spin space. The rotational
ranks of the spin interactions are given in Table 1.
Here we focus on three sequences CN ν

n , RN ν
n , and

the recently introduced SAM or wSAM scheme31.
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Figure 9: 1H spectra of L-tyrosine.HCl.H2O obtained with wPMLGxx
mmat

(a) 65 kHz and (b) 10 kHz of MAS frequency. The spectra at 10 kHz
was acquired with ψ = 2.75 whilst that at 65 kHz was acquired with
ψ = 0.63 which indicates that it is possible to obtain a well-resolved
spectra at ψ values less than 1. (Reproduced with permission from
Ref. [46].)

2.4.1. CN ν
n sequences

The CN ν
n sequence has n number of rotor

periods divided into N intervals, each of which
performs a 2π rotation of the spins. Each element is
phase shifted by φ = 2πν

N . The basic construction
of the sequence is shown in Fig. 10a. N and ν are
known as spin-winding and space-winding numbers.
The selection rules for the selection of interactions
have been theoretically derived by both AHT44

and single-mode Floquet theory which deals with a
single characteristic frequency as the MAS frequency
and the cycle frequency of the symmetry sequences
are commensurate50. Since we are dealing with the
selection of the isotopic chemical-shift interactions,
we will restrict ourselves to the zero-order selection
rule. The higher-order selection rules have been
described thoroughly in Ref. [44] and hence not
described here. The zero-order selection rule can

be written as:

H̃(0)

lmlμ
= 0 if mn−μν �= N Z (13)

where l and l are the space rank and the spin rank,
respectively, whilst m are the components of the
space rank and μ are the components of the spin
rank. m can have values −l,−l +1, . . . , l and μ can
have values −l,−l+1, . . . ,l. Here Z is an integer.

If we work out the inequality then it becomes
evident that sequences like C40

1 allow the μ = 0
component of the isotropic chemical shift for Z = 0.
Homonuclear dipolar terms having l = 2 and l = 2
are all symmetry forbidden. The scaling factor
of these sequences is however zero making them
inappropriate for high-resolution 1H spectroscopy.

2.4.2. RN ν
n Sequences

The RN ν
n sequence is another class of rotor-

synchronised sequence developed by the group of
Levitt and has been used for high-resolution 1H
spectroscopy.44,63. Here n rotor periods are divided
into N/2 intervals comprising of [RφR′−φ] elements.
Each Rφ element creates a 180o rotation of the spins
and the phase φ is defined by φ = πν

N . The basic
construction is shown in Fig. 10b. The selection rule
derived by AHT44 or single-mode Floquet theory50

is as follows:

H̃(0)

lmlμ
�= 0 if mn−μν = N

2
Zl (14)

Zl indicates that Z depends on the parity of l. So if
the spin rank is even Z takes the values 0,±2,±4,. . .

whilst an odd rank of l implies that Z takes the
values ±1,±3,±5, . . ..

Let us consider an R-sequence of the nature

RN N/2
n . The selection rule can be written as:

mn = (μ+Zl)
N

2
(15)

For isotropic chemical shift the space rank is always
0 (l =0⇒ m =0) and hence Eq. (15) can be written
as:

Table 1: Spin and space ranks of homonuclear spin interactions in the case of exact magic-angle spinning.

Interaction Space Rank (l) Space Components (m) Spin Rank (l) Spin Components (μ)

Isotropic chemical shift 0 0 1 1, 0, −1

J couplings 0 0 0 0

Dipolar couplings 2 −2, −1, 0, 1, 2 2 −2, −1, 0, 1, 2

Chemical shift anisotropy 2 −2, −1, 0, 1, 2 1 −1, 0, 1
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Figure 10: Construction principle of the CN ν
n and the RN ν

n sequences.

(a) (b)

(μ+Zl)
N

2
= 0

⇒ μ = −Zl (16)

For isotropic chemical shift μ = ±1,0 whilst Zl

following the parity of l which is odd here can
take values Zl = ±1,±3,±5, . . .. So we can see
from Eq. (16) that the terms (0,0,1,±1) are

filtered out. Thus RN N/2
n sequences are suitable for

selecting isotropic chemical shift and also the scalar
J-coupling having (0,0,0,0) as the space and spin
rank. Let us consider such a sequence R84

1 here and
look at the the DD and CSA couplings. The DD
coupling has terms like (2,m,2,μ). Considering

Table 2: RN ν
n symmetries for the observation of isotropic

chemical shifts and heteronuclear J couplings under
MAS. All the mentioned RN ν

n sequences select isotropic
chemical-shift terms (l,m,l,μ) = (0,0,1,±1). All the CSA
and homonuclear DD coupling terms are suppressed.
The inequivalent terms in the range of N ≤ 20, n ≤ 10 and
ν ≤ 10 are shown in the table.

n = 1 R63
1 R84

1 R105
1 R126

1 R147
1 R168

1 R189
1 R2010

1

n = 2 R63
2 R105

2 R147
2 R189

2

n = 3 R84
3 R105

3 R147
3 R168

3 R2010
3

n = 4 R63
4 R105

4 R147
4 R189

4

n = 5 R63
5 R84

5 R126
5 R147

5 R168
5 R189

5

one of the terms like (2,1,2,−1) and putting it into
Eq. (15) it can be seen that mn=1 whilst (μ+Zl)

N
2

assumes the value (−1 + (0,±2,±4, . . .) 4). So
Eq. (15) is never satisfied. Similarly all the terms
are filtered out for the DD couplings except the
(2,0,2,0) which is anyway averaged out under MAS.
The CSA has terms like (2,m,1,μ). Considering
one of the terms like (2,1,1,1) and putting it into
Eq. (15), it can be seen that mn = 1 whilst the
right-hand side of the equation assumes the values
(1 + (±1,±3, . . .) 4) and as a result Eq. (15) is
never satisfied and the CSA interactions are blocked.
R-sequences with (N ≤ 20, n ≤ 10, and ν ≤ 10) are
listed in Table 2.

R-sequence was first applied to observe J-
coupling in adamantane and in the high-resolution
spectroscopy of protons on a sample of alanine
and monoethyl fumarate63. R189

2 was used for this
purpose and it was seen that the performance
becomes much superior when the basic unit
comprises of a composite 180o pulse. The RN ν

n
sequence was based on Rφ = 904590−459045 and
R′−φ = 904590−459045. For high-resolution proton
spectroscopy the R-sequence was applied in a
2D manner with the indirect dimension yielding
high-resolution 1H spectra. A schematic of the
pulse sequence is shown in Fig. 11a. Similar
experiments were carried out later on samples
of alanine and glycine at MAS frequencies of 20
kHz, 25 kHz, and 30 kHz, the results of which
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Figure 11: (a) Pulse sequence employing RN ν
n sequence to observe 1H chemical shifts. Some of the

RNν
n sequences suitable to filter out isotropic chemical shifts are given in Table 2. The phases of the 90o

pulses are indicated on top of the pulses where φ on the final 90o pulse indicates a phase cycling of
[x,y,x,y]. The R block is of the type [180o

90180o
−90] where the 180o

90 is substituted with a composite pulse
of 90o

4590o
13590o

45 for better off-resonance behavior. (b–d) 1H L-alanine spectra obtained with the pulse
sequence in Fig. 11a. Also shown are alanine MAS spectra at 20 kHz, 25 kHz, and 30 kHz on the left
and high-resolution 1H spectra using R63

1, R168
3, and R105

2 respectively on the right which are the skyline
projections of the indirect dimension of 2D spectra. (e–f) 1H glycine spectra obtained with the pulse
sequence in Fig. 1a. Also shown are glycine MAS spectra at 25 kHz and 30 kHz on the left and
high-resolution 1H spectra using R168

3 and R105
2 respectively on the right which are the skyline

projections of the indirect dimension of 2D spectra. The RF power applied are listed in Table 3.
(Reproduced with permission from Ref. [30].)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

are shown in Fig. 11b–11f30. The R-sequence used
were R63

1, R168
3, and R105

2 respectively. The left
panel of the corresponding spectra obtained with
a single 90o pulse whilst the right panel shows
the skyline projection of the indirect dimension.
The resolved CH2 peak of glycine gives ample
evidence of the potential of the R-sequence in the
field of homonuclear decoupling. Since the basic
element Rφ is composed of three 90o pulses or an
effective 270o rotation of the spin-system, the RF
power requirement is ω1 = 3

4
N
n ωr . These sequences

have a high offset dependence and the optimum
experimental offset is found to be around −10(±2)

kHz and +7 (±2) kHz.

Fig. 12 shows simulations done at high spinning
frequencies of 40 kHz, 50 kHz, and 60 kHz with R
sequences R105

3, R168
5, and R168

5 respectively. The
simulations were done using SPINEVOLUTION64

on a four spin system with dipolar coupling of
−27 kHz (between spins 1 and 2), −22 kHz (3 and
4), −9 kHz (1 and 3), −7 kHz (2 and 3), −7 kHz
(1 and 4), and −5 kHz (2 and 4). The simulation
results show that at moderate power of 100 kHz
−150 kHz, it is possible to obtain high-resolution
1H spectra at high spinning frequencies whilst the
same for PMLG or DUMBO was much higher46,30.
The RF power requirement for the sequences applied
are listed in Table 3.
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Table 3: A table of RN ν
n sequences used to obtain high-resolution 1H spectra shown in

Figs. 11 and 12. The MAS frequency and the RF field required are given for the various
RN ν

n sequences having the composite pulse scheme of 90o
4590o

13590o
45 as the basic

R-element.

RN ν
n sequences MAS frequency RF field RF field needed

(ωr /2π in kHz) (ωnut as a multiple of ωr ) (ωnut /2π in kHz)

R63
1 20 4.5ωr 90.0

R168
3 25 4.0ωr 100.0

R105
2 30 3.75ωr 112.5

R105
3 40 2.5ωr 100.0

R168
5 50 2.4ωr 120.0

R168
5 60 2.4ωr 144.0

R168
3 30 4.0ωr 120.0

Figure 12: Simulated 1H spectra of a four-spin system with dipolar
coupling of 27 kHz, 22kHz, 10 kHz, 7 kHz, 7 kHz, and 4 kHz. The
simulations were done at MAS frequencies of (a) 40 kHz, (b) 50 kHz,
and (c) 60 kHz using R sequences R103

5, R168
5, and R168

5, respectively.
The nutation RF required for the three sequences at the aforementioned
MAS frequencies are 100 kHz, 120 kHz, and 144 kHz (Table 3). The
chemical shift was scaled by a scaling factor of 0.59. The simulations
were performed using the ZCW scheme of powder averaging68–70 with
233 pairs of crystallite orientations. (Reproduced with permission from
Ref. [30].)

(a)

(b)

(c)

2.4.3. SAM sequence
This sequence is actually a subclass of the

aforementioned sequences. The authors claim it to

be a subclass of CN N/2
n sequence31,48,49. The basic

element of a CN ν
n sequence induces a 360o rotation

of the spin-system. 2π rotation basic elements
scale the chemical shift to zero. Hence, the CN ν

n
sequences are not suitable for 1H high-resolution
spectroscopy. The modification that was done to

the CN N/2
n sequence was that instead of using a 2π

basic element, a basic element was used consisting
of two identical pulses which induces αo rotation
with alternating phases of ±x. The basic element is
repeated N −1 times and is sandwiched between two
further α pulses, all with alternating phases as shown
in Fig. 13a–13b. In order to avoid pulse transients
the overall unit was replaced by a rotor-synchronised
cosine modulation of amplitude. The amplitude
in the time domain follows the function48:

ω1(t) = ωmax
1 cos

(
N

2n
ωr t

)
(17)

where ωmax
1 /2π and ωr/2π denote the maximum

value of the RF nutation frequency and the MAS
frequency, respectively. This sequence was called

SAMN/2n
48 and is renamed as CN N/2

n (half-cos)49.
For the sake of clarity the sequences will be referred
to as SAMN/2n here.

The scaling factor of these sequences is given
by49:

κ0,0,1,0 = sinc(α) for CN N/2
n (αxαx)

κ0,0,1,0 = J0(2α/π) for SAMN/2n (18)

where sinc(α) = sin(α)/α, and J0 is the zero-order
Bessel function.

The optimum RF power required for these
sequences was obtained with simulations using
SIMPSON65 and was found to be49:

ω1 = Nωr/2n for CN N/2
n (αxαx)

ω1 = 1.15Nωr/2n for SAMN/2n (19)

The angle α is defined in radians as49:

α = π
nωmax

1

Nωr
(20)

Windows were inserted to implement these
sequences in a 1D fashion48, the length of which
was adjusted in such a fashion so that the dipolar
interaction gets averaged out after a certain number
of acquisition points. The windowed experiments
require higher power compared to the windowless
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Figure 13: (a) Schematics of CN N/2
n sequence and SAM sequence with C0Cπ as the basic unit.

(b) Schematics of the windowed acquisition implementing the aforementioned sequences. (c–e) 1H
spectra of glycine obtained with 31.746 kHz of MAS frequency by applying (c) single excitation pulse
(d) C147

2, and (e) SAM3.5 in the indirect dimension whilst acquisition under MAS in a 1H –1H correlation
spectroscopy. For (d–e) the maximum RF power applied was 103 kHz and 120 kHz respectively.
(Reproduced with permission from Ref. [49].)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

experiments which seems to be reasonable for the
compensation of the acquisition windows. Further
it was also found out that the best resolution
is obtained when N

2n = 3 or N
2n = 3.5. The scale

factor of 0.69 was calculated by using a sample
of adamantane and found to be consistent over
the spectrum. It was observed that severe line
broadening occurs in the offset range of −4 kHz to
+1 kHz49. This can be analysed in terms of Floquet
theory in the same fashion as PMLG sequence. The
position of the RRF lines are given by

	N = n′ωr + kωc (21)

In order to distinguish from the notation used for
the symmetry sequences, we denote n of Eq. (11) as
n′ here.

Let us consider the zero-order degeneracy
condition at 	N = 0 where ωr = kωc or 2ωr = kωc
with (−∞ ≥ k ≥ ∞). For a CN N/2

n sequence:

ωc = Nωr

2n

⇒ k = 2n

N
when n′ = 1

or k = 4n

N
when n′ = 2 (22)

For all the CN N/2
n sequences the above condition

gets satisfied and hence line broadening is observed
around the region of 	N = 0.

Fig. 13c–13e shows spectra of glycine obtained
at 31.746 kHz MAS frequency using C147

2(αxαx)

and SAM3.5 and compared with the same obtained
under MAS alone.

2.5. DUMBO at high spinning frequencies
The DUMBO group of homonuclear decoupling
scheme consists of a continuous phase-modulated
RF irradiation of constant amplitude given by66:

Hrf (t) = ω1[Ix cosφ(t)+ Iy sinφ(t)] (23)

where ω1/2π denotes the constant amplitude and
the periodic phase modulation is defined by a
Fourier series32:

φ(t) =
6∑

n=1

[
an cos

(
4nπt

τc

)

+bn sin

(
4nπt

τc

)]
if 0 ≤ t < τc/2

φ(t) = π+φ(τc − t) if τc/2 ≤ t < τc (24)
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Figure 14: Spectra of β-L-Asp-L-Ala obtained with a spinning frequency
of 65 kHz. (a) Spectrum obtained by a single pulse excitation and
(b) spectrum obtained by implementing eDUMBO-122 in a windowed
fashion. The arrow indicates the position of the carrier frequency.
(Reproduced with permission from Ref. [45].)

where τc denotes the overall cycle time of the
sequence. The sequence gives a good decoupling
performance when τc is approximately equal to
the length of a 6π pulse32. an and bn are the
Fourier coefficients which define the phases of
the sequence. There are two classes of DUMBO
sequence, DUMBO-132 and eDUMBO-166. These
two classes of sequence differ in the way the Fourier
coefficients in Eq. (24) are optimised. For DUMBO-
1 these coefficients were derived by numerical
optimisation and the number of phases per cycle
was kept at 64 so that it can be applied by using
the commonly available experimental hardwares32.
In the case of eDUMBO-1, the coefficients were
optimised experimentally starting from the values
obtained by numerical optimisation of DUMBO-
1. The optimisation was done by monitoring the
resolution of the 1J doublet of the CH peak of
L-alanine66.

Both of these sequences have been applied at a
spinning frequency of 65 kHz45. The sequences

were implemented in 2D 1H –1H correlation
spectroscopy with the DUMBO sequence in the
indirect dimension and acquisition under MAS
in the direct dimension. They were also applied
in 1D manner with acquisition windows. When
windowed DUMBO was applied, three repetitive
DUMBO blocks of τc =20μs each were separated by
a detection window of 7.6 μs45. The sequences were
applied on a sample of glycine and a dipeptide β-L-
Asp-L-Ala. A representative spectra of the dipeptide
obtained at 65 kHz of MAS frequency using the
windowed eDUMBO-1 is shown in Fig. 14. The
eDUMBO-1 has a scaling factor of 0.55 whilst
that for the DUMBO-1 sequence is 0.4745. The
sequence has been successfully applied for a series
of spinning frequencies from 20 kHz to 65 kHz. A
gain in intensity was observed at higher spinning
frequencies but there was no gain in terms of
resolution45.

3. Conclusion
We have presented here an overview of homonuclear
decoupling sequences at moderate to ultra-fast
spinning frequencies. It has been observed that
the symmetry sequence (RN ν

n) has the potential
to deliver higher resolution than the previously
reported sequences up to spinning frequency of 30
kHz, above which it has not been implemented yet.
At ultra-fast spinning frequencies (65 kHz) PMLG
and DUMBO give comparable performance.
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